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This year completes 31 years of the journal Agriculture

and Human Values. We note the passing in April of Pro-

fessor Richard Haynes, who founded the journal.

More than 300 papers have been submitted to this

journal this year—the largest number in the journal’s his-

tory. While this suggests continued and growing interest

among scholars in publishing in the journal, it also means

that the acceptance rate continues to decline. Currently, I

accept between 10 and 15 percent of papers submitted.

Scholars who have papers accepted for publication in

Agriculture and Human Values should therefore feel

pleased with the increased selectivity of the journal. At

1.926, the 5 year Journal Citation Reports Impact Factor is

the highest it has been since Impact Factor scores have

been assessed.

Fortunately, my publication backlog is less than 1 year.

Thus, all papers appearing in this issue of the journal were

accepted in 2014. Papers appear online within a few

months of being accepted. Minimizing delays in getting

accepted papers published is a high priority for me.

I reject a lot of papers without review. Many of these

appear to be competently produced, but they do not fit

within the aims and scope of the journal. Authors new to

publishing in Agriculture and Human Values should con-

sult the aims and scope as given on the journal’s website (at

http://www.springer.com/journal/10460), or they should

contact me (at hjames@missouri.edu) for advice or com-

ments on a potential submission.

This issue ends the service of Jessica Goldberger as an

assistant editor for Agriculture and Human Values. We

appreciate her service. Jeffrey Cole continues as assistant

editor, and Carol Pierce Colfer continues as book review

editor. We also note the departure of Elizabeth Bird and

Lawrence Busch as members of the editorial board. Both

have served exceptionally well. Professor Busch was a

founding member of the journal’s editorial board.

This issue of Agriculture and Human Values contains

the following articles. LeClair and Aksan present a GIS

study of food deserts using data from Bridgeport, Con-

necticut, to assess policies for improving food security in

low-income urban communities. Bowen and De Master use

the case of artisanal cheese production in Wisconsin to

show how perceptions of heritage and territory can affect

how local food systems are defined and function. Phillips

uses the case of Malawi sugar producers to examine how

institutional and governance contexts affect the lived

experiences of smallholder farmers participating in Fair

Trade partnerships. Milford examines factors that affect the

decision of coffee producers in Chiapas, Mexico, to select

among different marketing outlets. Ball documents and

explains why there has been an increase in women farmers

in Kansas. Bee studies the relationship among gender

relations, climate change and household food security in a

case study in Guanajuato, Mexico. Blesh and Wolf exam-

ine the transition strategies of a group of Iowa farmers

toward improved agroecological management practices. In

addition, I edit, with Iddisah Sulemana, a special collection

of five case studies on the topic of farmers voice. Book

reviews and the list of books received complete this issue

and volume of Agriculture and Human Values.
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